Comparisons of lipid dynamics and packing in fully interdigitated monoarachidoylphosphatidylcholine and non-interdigitated dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers: cross polarization/magic angle spinning 13C-NMR studies.
13C-NMR spectra have been obtained at 50.3 MHz for monoarachidoylphosphatidylcholine (MAPC) and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) dispersions from 25 degrees C to 55 degrees C and for DPPC polycrystals at 25 degrees C using the cross polarization/magic angle spinning technique. Differential scanning calorimetric studies on DPPC and MAPC dispersions show comparable lipid phase transitions with transition temperatures at 41 degrees C and 45 degrees C, respectively, and thus enable the comparison of thermal, structural and dynamic differences between these two systems at corresponding temperatures. Conformational-dependent 13C chemical shift studies on DPPC dispersions demonstrate not only the coexistence of the tilted gel (L beta') and liquid-crystalline (L alpha) phases in the rippled gel (P beta') phase, but also the presence of an intermediate third microscopic phase as evidenced by three resolvable peaks for omega - 1 methylene carbon signals at the temperature interval between Tp and Tm. By comparing chemical shifts of MAPC in the hydrocarbon chain region with those of DPPC at similar reduced temperatures, it can be concluded that the packings are perturbed markedly in the middle segment of the fatty acyl chain during the lamellar to micellar transition. However, terminal methylene and methyl groups of interdigitated MAPC lamellae were found to be more ordered than those of non-interdigitated DPPC bilayers in the gel state. Interestingly, the terminal methyl groups of MAPC in the micelles remain to be relatively ordered; in fact, they are more ordered than the corresponding acyl chain end of DPPC in the liquid-crystalline state. Analysis of data obtained from rotating frame proton spin-lattice relaxation measurements shows a highly mobile phosphocholine headgroup, a rigid carbonyl group and an ordered hydrocarbon chain for lamellar MAPC in the interdigitated state. Furthermore, results suggest that free rotations of the glycerol C2-C3 bond within MAPC molecules may occur in the interdigitated bilayer, whereas intramolecular exchange between two conformations of the glycerol backbone in DPPC become possible at temperatures close to the pretransition temperature. Without isotope enrichment, we conclude that high-resolution solid-state 13C-NMR is indeed a useful technique which can be employed to study the packing and dynamics of phospholipids.